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this man was brainwashing the students. I was reading about the Glrmau
in

universities today, the German universities, /ft West Germany are filled

with Communist propaganda, and great industrial companies of Germany i9J,L..P"

which are going forward so wonderfully under the free enterprise system,

are giving prizes for the writing of papers and poems and so on, and half

of them, poems and papers and so on, that the students are writing are

praise of d Communist communism and attack on the whole system. But

the companies are paying no attention to what's in the papers; they are

simply letting someone judge them on literary ability, and giving them

prizes. And thus we wonder what is ahead for us. Well, the people

probably ,Lin Israel, the bulk (majority) of them, had no fear. Jerusalem

had stood for centuries; they knew it would go on just as it had been. But

there were many who were concerned, and there was one of those whom the Lord

led to write this, "Mark ye well her bulwarks, consider her palaces, that

ye may tell it to the generation following." And then he continue, "For

this God is our God forever and ever; he will be our guide even unto death."

jAnd so m±z in the context what this verse says is, "Our city may be destroyed;

we may be taken into exile; we may be reduced to slavery; we may be tortured

and have to suffer for our faith, but we know that through it all God is

uiding; God is leading. We know that if that is the Lord's will, still

it's God's rule (not clear) and lie is leading. I would say that
would

if there were =-th something that we could do that/tz make it certain that

Communism would not take over our nation, we should discontinue school for a

month and go outS and do it by all means. But in the situation as I see it

anything that we can do now to deal with these forces is like a little prick

of a pin on the skin of an elephant. There's practically nothing we can do

at the moment that's going to have much effect in these things. W.-= What
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